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th e Trai l of a $50,000 Coat (New edi ti on )
By Meg Lukens Noonan

Scribe Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Coat Route: Craft, Luxury,
and Obsession on the Trail of a $50,000 Coat (New edition), Meg Lukens Noonan, In today's world of
fast fashion, is there a place for a handcrafted $50,000 coat? To answer that question, Meg Noonan
takes readers to the Sydney studio of John Cutler, a fourth-generation tailor; to the mountains of
Peru, where villagers shear vicunas (a rare animal known for its soft fleece); to the fabulous
Florence headquarters of Stefano Ricci, the world's greatest silk designer; to the esteemed French
textile company Dormeuil; to the English button factory that makes products out of Indian buffalo
horn; and to the workshop of the engraver who made the 18-carat gold plaque that sits inside the
collar. These artisans create a rich tapestry of bespoke tailoring, which began in 17th-century
London, but their dedication to their craft is about more than tradition; they believe that their way
is best - for customers, for the environment, and for the workers involved. Fascinating, surprising,
and entertaining, The Coat Route is a timely love song to things of lasting value in our disposable
culture.
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Reviews
This is the very best pdf i actually have study right up until now. I could possibly comprehended almost everything using this created e book. Your daily life
span will be enhance as soon as you total looking over this publication.
-- Pr of. Johnson Ruther for d
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It usually does not charge excessive. I realized this ebook from my dad and i suggested this publication to
learn.
-- Alec Veum
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